
Hi, Friends!

Good morning

Another week has gone by and another week where we
are more than thankful for all the support we continue to
get from each and everyone of you guys. Our Newsletter
is growing and that's amazing. We have a great deal to
unpack today so let's get into it.

Business Update

We have a giveaway that we will talk about as well as
a new business partner that we brought on. I love
coffee and I love this community. As we get into the
business aspect of the company it is better to reach
out for help instead of trying to wear every hat. So we
have invited a friend of mine to join our team and help
push/grow this company to the next level. We have
brought on AJ PULLING. AJ will be our companies VP and helping us grow and
learn. (I am not a title person but if we had to label it, that's what it would be)

AJ has been instrumental in helping us get a bunch of things in order and to
help us implement some strategies. The amount of pressure AJ takes off of our
plate is worth its weight in gold.

MMA WORLD

We make coffee for everyone and we like to do
our best to give back to all different communities.
We are an all inclusive community. We are
bringing in a Cleveland local MMA fighter to
sponsor and help grow our community. We would
love it if our community can show him some love
too.

 



Eric Pozun is a really good friend of ours and one hell of a fighter. He is an even
better person. One of the nicest, most genuine people you will meet. Friendly,
outgoing and all around fucking awesome. Just don’t get in the cage with him,
believe me. 
Eric, like myself, is a big Harry Potter nerd and also a member of House
HufflePuff as well as a Marvel geek. 26 years young and when he isn’t fighting
he works as a Dedicated Beer Account Manager. The sky is the limit for Eric
and we are both excited and grateful to have him on our team as well as our
friend.

Eric has a fight coming up on 05/22/21 against a very game opponent in Darren
Williams. If you want to show Eric some love hit him up on instagram or
Facebook. 
Insta: @epozunmma

GIVE AWAY

We are doing a Newsletter giveaway that ends May 31.
For those of you already signed up for our newsletter,
great you are already entered. We are giving away an
amazing package. Included are a bag of coffee (your
choice), a Ryan’s Coffee House T-shirt and a Ryan’s
Coffee House coffee mug.

Thank You, 
Ryan-guy who writes the newsletter 
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